
: Workshop on Test Items preparation ( F D?)
: RDPS, Pitampura

: Group Leader-Ms. Rajni Mahajan,

Core Team- Eng: Ms. Geetika Malhotra , Ms. Archana Shori,

Math: Ms. Varsha Kaushik, Mr, Vipin Goel,

Science: Ms, Aakrlti Rattan, Ms, Ranjana Longjam,

S. Sc.: Ms. Swati Sharma, Ms. Praveena Venugopalan, Mr. N. K. Jena,

Hindi: Ms. Leena and Ms, Meenakshi (RDPS Faculty)

: E- Room 2A

: 27 March 2078

: B: 30 am to 3:00 pm

: Faculty (I * VIII) including Sonepat and Rohini Branch Faculty

members

: FDP (Inhouse)
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OBJECTIVES:

. To equip teachers for creating test items mapped to specific or general learning outcomes
or objectives

DE9CIIPrIOil:
A Fallty Dwebprnent Prrogramme was conducted for the faculty members to help them create test
iterns rnap@ b rrieet the specific or general learning objectives and outcomes. The primary
objective of this FDP rvas b create rientific question papers and home / class tasks that will help
the teacfiers in rnarking or drecking and give exact information about the level of the attainment
related to the minimum lenrels of learning corresponding to each subject area.
The session was initiated by tfte group leader by allowing particioants to reflect on current practices
of assessment and the follow ups.

The second session catered to test items/ CA or HA task creation in coherence with the blue prints /
minimum level of learning facilitated by the core team of subject experts catering primary and
middle group at the same time.
The third session involved the presentation of the test items prepared by each group stating the
learning outcomes, difficulty level as well as the Bloom's taxonomy level. Each group of participants
had to suggest minimum one addition or deletion to make that test item/ task more apt for the
stated purpose.
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Snapshots of the session
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